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Abstract
Nitric oxide (NO) is an important signaling molecule involved in many important processes inside the plant and animal system.

In both plants and animals NO is produced by enzymatic and non-enzymatic sources. Deficiency of NO leads to several diseases and

malfunctions in the body. There are many natural ways to enhance the NO content inside the body which may help to restore normal
functions which are hampered due to NO deficiency.
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Over the last two decades nitric oxide has gained importance

but they are associated with one or the other side effects. Hence

half-life. It is involved in a plethora of processes in plant and animal

to boost the NO levels inside the body, thus maintaining a healthy

as a ubiquitous signaling molecule. It is a free radical containing
single unpaired electron. It is highly reactive and has a very short

system. In plants NO is involved in programmed cell death, pathogen response, signal transduction, stomatal closure, root organogenesis, growth, germination etc. [1,2]. In human body nitric oxide
plays many crucial roles such as vasodilation, acts as signaling mo-

lecule, involved in nerve transmission, as an antimicrobial agent

natural sources of NO may be a better alternative than NO supple-

ments. There are several natural sources which may be consumed
internal environment. The present article gives account of various
natural ways to increase NO levels in the body:
1.

and many more. Synthesis of NO occurs inside the body prima-

consumption of these vegetables, nitrates are converted

matic pathway, enzyme Nitric oxide synthase converts L-Arginine
Neuronal NOS and endothelial NOS are constitutive enzymes. Their
levels are relatively steady in the human body. They are found in

2.

endothelial cells, neurons, skeletalmuscles, epithelial cells and

many other tissues. Inducible NOS is inducible and stimulated by
specific cytokines [3,4]. Since NO is involved in so many important

processes inside our body, its deficiency may lead to symptoms

like: insomnia, high blood pressure, anxiety, loss of libido/and/or
erectile dysfunction, flagging stamina, etc. Sometimes NO deficiency occurs due to lack of proper nutrition and dietary intakes. There

are many NO rich supplements which are available in the market

vegetables with high nitrate content might be helpful for

nitrate content e.g. Celery, Lettuce, Beetroot, Spinach. With

non-enzymatic pathway depends on dietary nitrates. In the enzy-

ronal NOS (nNOS), Endothelial NOS (eNOS), Inducible NOS (iNOS).

NO production depends on nitrates therefore intake
increased NO levels. There are several vegetables with high

rily by two major pathways: non-enzymatic and enzymatic. The

to L-Citrulline and NO. Nitric oxide synthase has 3 isoforms: Neu-

Vegetables with high nitrate content: Since non-enzymatic

3.

into nitric oxide, which provides a wide range of health
profits.

Dark Chocolate: Dark chocolate has a great influence
on blood pressure. It contains antioxidants in the form

of flavonols, which increases nitric oxide levels. Hence
dark chocolate lowers blood pressure by increasing the
production of nitric oxide in the body.

Antioxidants: Antioxidants neutralize free radicals, which

cause the short life of NO [5,6]. Vitamin C, Vitamin E,
polyphenols and glutathione are antioxidants which may

help decrease the breakdown and extend the life of NO in
your body.
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The Best Fat Fighting Foods
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5.

NO boosting supplements: There are many supplements which
do not contain NO but have elements that help to form NO. Two
of the most commonly used ingredients are L-arginine [7] and
L-citrulline [8]. They are available as supplements and have
beneficial effects on vascular health and blood flow.

Exercise: Regular exercise improves endothelial function.
Endothelium is the thin layer of cells that line the blood
vessels. These cells produce nitric oxide, which keeps blood

8.
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vessels healthy.

Conclusion

NO is an important entity for a healthy body. Acting as a vaso-

dilator, NO causes the blood vessels to relax. This effect allows
blood, nutrients, and oxygen to flow freely to every part of body.
Therefore, an optimum level of NO is essential inside the body. A

nitrate-rich vegetables diet, antioxidants, exercise and use of NO

boosting supplements are some of the natural ways to boost NO
levels inside the body.
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